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Abstract: Temporary housing plays a critical role in disaster response and recovery by providing a temporary home for displaced people before they return to their permanent residence. In recent years, temporary housing has faced three primary dilemmas related to design type, site selection, and cost. Significant contributions have been made in research and in practice to improve temporary housing management. However, gaps still exist in resolving the dilemmas, and a critical review and evaluation of current methods is needed to determine the path forward and identify priorities of future research. This paper presents a comprehensive overview of prior methods developed and applied towards temporary housing management and identifies future pathways for success in temporary housing research and implementation. The literature review reveals that temporary housing requires further research in proactive management, storage, sustainability, and community resilience to effectively enhance post-disaster temporary housing. This study finds that programs such as the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) and the Sheltering and Temporary Essential Power (STEP) program provide methodologies which can benefit temporary housing implementation, designs, and modeling. In addition, circular economy thinking can enable the recyclability of temporary housing to reduce economic and environmental impacts.
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1. Introduction

The frequency and severity of disasters has amplified since the late 1900s and is only expected to further increase due to climate change, population growth, increasing coastal density, and inadequate disaster preparedness [1–3]. In the event of a disaster, temporary housing is utilized by the displaced residents until they can return to their pre-disaster residence. Of the different types of housing/sheltering phases, temporary housing encompasses the most substantial amount of time and it is the phase which enables resuming pre-disaster life activities [2]. In 2018, disasters led to the prolonged displacement of over 400,000 people globally and required temporary sheltering or housing before resettlement [4].

Post-disaster housing is one of the nation’s persistent preparedness challenges, with a single deployment of manufactured housing costing upwards of $100,000 [5]. As a result, there is a critical need for sustainable, cost-effective, and efficient temporary housing [1,6]. A lack of prior planning and outdated post-disaster housing strategies has created a complex trade-off between long-term and short-term investment, which impacts the effectiveness of disaster relief [7,8]. On one hand, the investments in manufactured temporary housing units during Hurricane Katrina were excessive and short-lived due to the unit’s single usage and ultimately, the inconvenient or isolated unit placement which deterred the displaced population from returning for reconstruction and resettlement [1,9,10].
On the other hand, the long-term investment in pre-existing and reusable housing infrastructure (e.g., rapid maintenance to pre-disaster homes, available rental properties, and hotel rooms) during Hurricane Sandy led to increases in the assistance monies (i.e., higher living costs) provided to individuals for accommodations and ultimately, led to prolonged periods of sheltering [10–12]. Failure to address this trade-off and recent innovation within temporary housing has led to prolonged disaster recovery and over expenditure in individual assistance such as with the Hurricanes Katrina ($5.7 billion), Sandy ($1.4 billion), and Harvey ($1.5 billion) [13–17].

In hindsight, Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Sandy represent two sides of the post-disaster housing trade-off spectrum (i.e., Hurricane Katrina utilized mainly short-term investment in manufactured units and Hurricane Sandy mainly utilized long-term investment in pre-existing infrastructure). Given the challenge of balancing multiple considerations in temporary housing management (e.g., unit proximity to critical infrastructure and pre-disaster residence, lack of available hotels/rentals, cultural requirements of the region, etc.), all potential temporary housing options must be included in planning considerations and if appropriate, utilized during an event.

To effectively include these planning considerations in future research, this study presents a synthesis of existing unit designs and various models developed for utilization in temporary housing management. We specifically focus on optimization models, multi-criteria decision models, and unit design strategies (qualitative and quantitative) because of their ability to address critical challenges in the planning for temporary including design, site selection, and occupant assignment. The review describes trends in prior studies and proposes directions for future temporary housing research to address gaps in design strategies, sustainability, and community resilience. Specifically, this research shows the importance of proactive temporary housing management, the merit behind modular housing for large-scale storage, the benefit of applying a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)-like evaluation system to temporary housing and the importance of hedging against demand uncertainty with unit pre-stock and a diverse portfolio of temporary housing options.

2. Background

2.1. Defining Temporary Housing

When a disaster strikes, the impending population displacement requires post-disaster housing accommodations while conducting the necessary reconstruction to their permanent residence. There are three phases for post-disaster accommodations, which are shown in Figure 1 [10,18–22].

![Figure 1. The three phases of post-disaster temporary housing.](image-url)
6 months and 3 years depending on the severity of the devastation. This substantial length of time is spent in a variety of different places, including rental houses, vacant hotel rooms, pre-fabricated kit units, and manufactured temporary housing units [10,18–21]. Once the reconstruction is concluded, the displaced population will return to permanent housing.

A standardized way to define temporary housing stems from section 408 of the Stafford Act and FEMA’s empowered Individual Assistance Program, which describes it as transitional housing for the victims whose homes have been destroyed by disasters. The United States standards for temporary housing state that it is only expected to subsist the amount of time between sheltering and permanent housing, which lasts for up to 18 months. The first type of temporary housing initiated is available rental properties, although these can be limited or largely unavailable, as seen during Hurricane Katrina’s recovery effort [23]. When rental properties are lacking, mobile and manufactured homes are used. More specifically, mobile homes are utilized when the recovery effort is expected to be short-term, while manufactured homes are commonly used for both short-term (two months or less) and long-term (several months) recovery events [23,24]. Contrastingly to FEMA’s timeline, academic research suggests temporary housing is expected to last from six months to three years [21].

Beyond these usage timelines, temporary housing units are expected to be easily erected/dismantled, lightweight/transportable, energy-efficient, and “green” with aspects of recyclability and reusability [25]. Temporary housing must allow for normal daily activities (work, schooling, and relaxation) and provide a feeling of security and privacy to the affected [21].

2.2. Temporary Housing Dilemmas

The procedures in temporary housing design, deployment, and management influence the occupant’s success in recovering [26]. In theory, the supplier of temporary housing seeks to provide the most cost-effective unit that sufficiently increases occupant wellbeing and reduces the displacement duration. As a result, three dilemmas arise.

- Dilemma one is the decision between temporary housing options. A tent is inexpensive, easily constructed, and flexible in placement; however, there are safety (e.g., no rigid walls or locking mechanism) and wellbeing concerns (e.g., sanitation and privacy). In comparison, the costlier manufactured trailer provides increased security and wellbeing with the rigid walls, locking exits, and private living quarters (e.g., a kitchen and bathroom) [26].

- Dilemma two involves the site selection for temporary housing. A temporary housing site is most effective when placed closest to the original housing because it allows the displaced direct access and inclusion during the reconstruction process. However, achieving this proximity can be detrimental to occupants due to ongoing hazards (e.g., fallen trees and disconnected powerlines) [9,10].

- Dilemma three is the cost of temporary housing planning and management. A proactive temporary housing approach requires a significant upfront cost to ensure readily available units at the onset of an event. A delayed order of units during the aftermath of an event minimizes the upfront financial risk but can lead to extreme manufacturing/delivering delays and quality control issues [27,28].

Addressing these dilemmas through research is critical to avoid additional disaster impacts resulting from temporary housing mismanagement. Adverse impacts from these dilemmas have been experienced in previous disasters and they can be grouped into three categories that include expenditure, displacement duration, and wellbeing.

2.2.1. Expenditure

The relationship described in dilemma one, between unit cost and satisfaction, is experienced during Indonesia’s temporary housing effort after the Tsunami in 2004. The temporary housing consisted of cost-effective tenting inside barracks to provide safety and security. While tents helped reduce costs and the use of barracks mitigated security issues, occupants were still concerned about safety and security [26].
In response to lessons learned during Hurricane Katrina, the United States government financed pro-active temporary housing planning. This financing came through the alternative housing programs led by Congress and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), allocating a combined $4 billion towards temporary housing development and maintenance [29,30]. Two years later, the United States Government Accountability Office determined that FEMA’s disaster planning was insufficient and was causing complications (e.g., increased expenditure and delays) when providing temporary housing [31]. These newly funded programs and the confirmation from the United State Government Accountability office illustrate how dilemma three’s upfront cost for proactive management and planning is necessary for an efficient implementation.

When Hurricane Sandy landed on the densely populated regions of New York and New Jersey in 2012, 1.75 million people required temporary sheltering; in addition to this, over $1 billion worth of individual assistance was provided [11,17]. The increased assistance accounted for the higher cost of living in the impacted region and was the result of utilizing pre-existing infrastructure such as hotels, rental properties, and essential repairs for sheltering in pre-disaster homes as the main methods of transitional and temporary housing, which achieves the desired proximity to the pre-disaster housing but has led to prolonged sheltering and raised assistance expenditure due to an increased cost of living [10–12]. Therefore, the utilized temporary housing methods satisfied dilemma two, at the cost of dilemma one where the chosen temporary housing options led to circumstances which could have been avoided with a diverse portfolio of temporary housing options.

2.2.2. Displacement Duration

During Hurricane Katrina, 20,000–30,000 people were displaced and housed in a football stadium nicknamed “The Superdome” for a period of approximately two weeks. However, the amount of people in the shelter quickly deteriorated its conditions and a human health crisis led to wide displacements of citizens around Louisiana and other southern states [32–34]. This broad distribution of temporary housing site locations across states hindered the ability to return to the pre-disaster site and prolonged the recovery overall [9]. The deteriorating conditions led to haste in temporary housing site location decisions, where the consequences of dilemma two disrupted the recovery.

For the most severe situations, FEMA has allotted a time span of 30 to 60 days before temporary housing is provided to communities. This means that a family of four will be displaced in a shelter for up to two months after a disaster and before placement in appropriate temporary housing [35]. During Hurricane Sandy, victims spent almost three months in their damaged homes or in “tent cities” provided by FEMA as artic cold snaps hit the area [12]. A similar situation occurred during Hurricane Harvey where an estimated 100,000 homes were affected by the hurricane and over 30,000 people were still in emergency shelters more than one month afterward [36]. Prior research demonstrates that people who have relocated or are unstably housed for a prolonged period are at increased risk for adverse physical and mental health problems [32,37–39]. These health consequences support significant investment into a proactive temporary housing approach as introduced in dilemma three. Any reductions in transition times between initial displacement, sheltering, and temporary housing would directly reduce the risk of physical or mental health problems.

Another example is the Haitian earthquake in 2011 where more than 300,000 homes were destroyed or damaged, and which caused the migration of nearly 605,000 people in a single province. The temporary housing efforts included distributing tents or tarps for improvised emergency shelters; however, the implementation had logistical problems in demolition, rubble removal, appropriate rehousing of victims, and the acquisition and deliverance of relief supplies. These logistical problems are attributed to a lack of Haitian governance and coordination in humanitarian relief; inadequate assessments of structural integrity, concerns over the historical significance of buildings, and debates on how to remove and dispose of rubble combined to decelerate the appropriation of supplies and the reconstruction of the area. A year later, Haiti had 1.4 million residents still occupying shelters. The temporary housing type, site selection, and neighborhood design increased exposure to other hazards including...
landslides, debris flows, flash floods, and a cholera outbreak. This exposure reiterated the importance of temporary housing organization and unit design (dilemma one and two) due to the impact on recovery prospects [40].

2.2.3. Health and Social Wellbeing

Poor temporary housing management can be harmful to human health. For example, when Hurricane Katrina struck the southern coast of the United States in 2005, formaldehyde and 32 other volatile organic chemicals were measured in a selection of temporary housing units. These measured chemical levels in the temporary housing units are from the construction materials and poor airflow [27,41]. The presence of these chemicals is a consequence of dilemma three and indicates the importance of quality control through proactive temporary housing planning.

The Tohoku Earthquake in 2011 led to the creation of a Japanese word “Kodokushi”, which describes a suicide inside temporary housing, demonstrating the extreme negative impact of temporary housing mismanagement and neighborhood design with regards to mental health [42,43]. This criticism of temporary housing has been consistent over the past decade for the lack of sufficient unit and location conditions (dilemmas one and two) for displaced families [44,45].

Overall, the success of temporary housing management relies on approaches that consider multiple criteria to address dilemmas and achieve multiple objectives. An optimization of the procedures and designs utilized during temporary housing management will ensure efficiency and the well-being of the recovering population. A review of previous research is needed to evaluate the progress towards solving these three identified dilemmas and recognizing unexplored pathways in the design strategies, decision-making methods, and optimization for successful temporary housing implementation.

3. Methods

This study reviewed 106 publications representing five individual publication types, including academic journals, government agency releases, conference publications, news articles, and books. The studies analyzed have been published between the years 1979 and 2020 and cover a wide range of geographical regions including 13 different nations worldwide across North America, South America, Europe, Asia, and Australia.

3.1. Key Words

Multiple terms have become synonymous with disaster relief housing. Table 1 provides the description of the three terms that are most commonly used in this research field [46–48].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminology</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Housing (TH)</td>
<td>The placement of manufactured housing units at individual home sites, existing mobile home parks or newly designed and constructed community group sites when an event has rendered existing homes uninhabitable [46].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Shelters (TS)</td>
<td>Disaster prevention facilities in densely populated urban areas in developed countries [47].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Shelters (ES)</td>
<td>Dual use shelters where the primary purpose is for another public function [48].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first stage of the disaster relief process with regards to housing is the emergency shelter. These emergency shelters include any type of public building, including sport venues, universities, and community centers, and are ideally allotted to provide a few days of relief before transitioning to a dedicated disaster relief shelter [21]. This transition leads to the use of temporary shelters, which includes a short stay (few weeks or less) in a mass shelter [19]. These shelter types, emergency shelters and temporary shelters, require the absence of normal life activities and the alteration of known life for the
affected population [49]. Unlike the previous shelters, temporary housing allows for pre-disaster daily activities to be restarted and are intended to house people for several months or years depending on the severity of the disaster. Once the permanent housing is rebuilt, there is no longer a need for temporary housing unless the unit is updated to provide permanent housing standards [50,51].

3.2. Meta-Analysis Description

This section provides a meta-analysis examining the spatio-temporal and thematic distribution of publications.

3.2.1. Categorization of Articles and Distribution of Geography

The examined articles have been categorized according to specific themes. These themes are determined by an assessment of each article’s outcomes, methodologies, and overarching focus. As seen in Figure 2, the top five categories correspond to social aspects, optimization methods, agency reporting, sustainability, and design.

Additionally, the geographic distribution of first authorship is examined under each theme. Scholars from 14 countries have been contributing to post-disaster housing research. Articles published by authors in the USA constitute the largest portion across all themes except for ones that include life cycle analysis, decision-making, review, and humanitarian aspects. In contrast, agency reporting, news articles, policy, and resilience are themes corresponding to authors in the USA only. Decision making, social, design, and sustainability are global themes with a wide geographic distribution and articles published by authors from across the world.

3.2.2. Distribution by Publication Year

Figure 3 is the breakdown of articles by publication year, with the one hundred and seven articles spanning from nearly 1979 to 2020. Major impact disasters are also indicated on the x-axis. It is interesting to note the fluctuations and corresponding nature to the disaster events. Since 2005,
temporary housing research has seen a cyclical pattern with productivity peaks around a year after a major disaster (e.g., 2007, 2011, 2013, 2018, 2019). This pattern corresponds to a series of international events that reiterated the importance of temporary housing through the mass displacements of people.

![Figure 3. Number of publications by year and corresponding major disasters.](image)

4. Results

Prior studies in temporary housing focused on various aspects, such as sustainability, humanitarian aid, public policy, health impacts, and legal issues. The most significant contributions to advancing temporary housing research can be categorized into three areas, (i) decision-making methods, (ii) design strategies, and (iii) optimization models because of their focus on addressing the dilemmas of unit design, site selection, and proactive management.

The studies were categorized according to the methodological approach, which includes optimization, decision-making methods, and design strategies. When applicable, the studies were further classified depending on whether they address the unit (e.g., housing type, occupant needs, and design considerations) or the allocation (e.g., site selection, logistics, and distribution). A summary of these models is provided in Table 2.

Over a span of more than a decade, a series of proposed designs and models have been developed to increase overall effectiveness with regards to various aspects of temporary housing within social, environmental, and economic requirements. Among the early methods considered was a decision-making model developed to integrate temporary housing into prior-planning efforts through the macro-issues (e.g., understanding local conditions, choosing suitable locations, identifying required services), leading to a series of optimization models [18].
Table 2. Summary of past temporary housing research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Qualitative</th>
<th>Quantitative</th>
<th>Key Methods</th>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>Hazard Example</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Design Strategies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-Objective Design</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>Sener and Altun 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Decision-Making Method</td>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Case Study</td>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>Ritchie et al., 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-Objective Optimization</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>El-Anwar et al. 2012a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td>Unit and Allocation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-Objective Optimization</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>El-Anwar et al. 2012b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td>Key Methods</td>
<td>Case Study</td>
<td>Hazard Example</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Design Strategies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Case Study Method</td>
<td>USA, Australia, New Zealand</td>
<td>Earthquake, Hurricane, Fire</td>
<td>Zhang et al. 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Design Strategies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Information-Based Mechanisms</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>Tsai 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Design Strategies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Case Study Method</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>Earthquake, Hurricane, Typhoon</td>
<td>Hong 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Design Strategies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Case Study Method</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>Seike et al. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Newsvendor Method</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Hurricane</td>
<td>Perrucci and Baroud 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Design Strategies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>Earthquake, Hurricane, Refugee, Fire</td>
<td>Sagiroglu et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Design Strategies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Social LCA</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>Mora et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Design Strategies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>LCA</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Cascone et al. 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Design Strategies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Case Study Method</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>Bris and Bendito 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Optimization and Decision-Making Method</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>MIVES Method, Backtracking</td>
<td>Bam, Iran</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>Hosseini et al., 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Multi-objective Optimization</td>
<td>ArcGIS Optimization</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>ArcGIS Optimization</td>
<td>Macao</td>
<td>Typhoon</td>
<td>Zhao et al. 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The background color refers to different study types (e.g., Optimization, Decision-Making Methods, Design Strategies).
The first temporary housing optimization model focuses on optimizing structural safety, economic impact, and distances from the preferred location; however, that proved to be insufficient and this model is later expanded [45,52,53]. The newly expanded model included optimal location options and a method to achieve the desired social, economic, safety, and environmental objectives; although, consideration for occupant preference is not included [45,53–55]. A fourth, more complex model, developed with user preference, resulted in increased computational expense, a combination that hindered the model’s feasibility and brought to light a tradeoff between effectiveness and efficiency [45,52,55,56].

In order to address these shortcomings, more advanced methods use a model that considers equivalent distances for allocation and a hybrid housing approach between temporary housing and alternative housing (i.e., hotels, inns, rental properties); while maximizing the socio-economic wellbeing of the occupant. However, the run times are impractical for large-scale implementation [57,58]. As such, a web-based optimization model was developed by Chen et al. (2012) to solve the prolonged runtime and computational expense of past models while minimizing cost and maximizing the social, economic, and physiological benefit of displaced people. The approach heavily depends on a reliable and updated database of temporary housing alternatives [45]. Rakes et al. further expand on occupant-specific needs and assignments to temporary housing units by optimizing the access and proximity to support services [59]. A novel and holistic planning framework is designed to manage expenditure while offering customized housing plans to satisfy these occupant specific social, economic, and psychological needs [60].

Much of these optimization models do not consider pre-stock warehouse quantities and inventory management considerations. Recent models address this gap by including occupant needs with sheltering requirements, capacities, and pre-stock warehouse quantities to determine the best distribution of the displaced people [61]. Other approaches optimize pre-stock inventory as a form of hedging against demand uncertainty, higher costs, and manufacturing delays [10]. One case study of pre-stock inventory consideration optimizes the evacuation distance for displaced citizens with established (i.e., pre-stocked) shelters to promote capacity planning in Macao [62].

In addition to optimizing the management of temporary housing units, a successful implementation also depends on the unit type and design strategies [19]. Five key recommendations for temporary housing unit design include rapid availability, utilization of local resources, compatibility with local living standards (comfort, service, location), planned design life, and the environmentally-friendly removal of units [50].

One approach to achieve these five recommendations is modularity. The modularity in temporary housing design is promoted as a universal unit that adapts to specific occupant needs, raises the quality of life, simplifies storage, and increases deployment and collection speed [63,64]. A novel design from Italy shows how a low-cost modular housing design can improve occupant wellbeing and provide a reduced installation time with improved sustainability [65]. However, a separate study of three prior disasters found that modular designs may not be universally suitable and avoided when social appropriateness does not agree with technical innovation [66]. However, the low cost, short construction period, simplicity of assembly, and sustainable upcycling nature of modular container housing make it a favorable option moving forward [67].

Another aspect of unit design to help lower the environmental impact of temporary housing is sustainability. Sustainable options require the utilization of new resources unlike the reutilization of past units [68]. There are designs promoting the reusability and recyclability of temporary housing, however, governments struggle to achieve the desired sustainable waste management [69]. The key design flaws that discourage the re-use of housing units include material usage (i.e., screws and foundation types) that deter the dismantling of the unit and the inflexibility from the original floor plan. To maximize re-use, designs must account for material usage or apply circular economy methods. If applied correctly, a circular economy transitions previously occupied temporary housing units towards being a material source and a component in the supply chain of new products/units [70].
These life cycle costs propagate past unit design and require models to sustainably assess temporary housing site locations, especially to achieve re-utilization [44]. However, it is important to keep occupant wellbeing in mind while adapting temporary housing designs. A social lifecycle analysis (S-LCA) can measure the social impact of unit designs and delivery methodologies, to ensure minimal social impact [71].

5. Discussion

The current compilation of academic research has addressed the limitations in temporary housing allocation, providing models and decision methodologies for optimal site location and the satisfaction of occupant specific needs [45,60]. Increased global demand for temporary housing has led to significant research advances and innovations in design strategies which satisfy user needs, reduce expenditure, and provide rapid installation [42,65]. However, current approaches fail to account for future temporary housing demands, combined novel and existing designs, island relief efforts, social consequences, and the absence in reusing and recycling of temporary housing. Climate-driven severities are feared to increase temporary housing demands, resulting in a gap in current research pertaining to unit storage efficiency and strategies. In the case of island relief, the widely varying requirements and demand as well as the inability to evaluate both novel and existing temporary housing designs produces a gap in pro-active management of temporary housing. Addressing these gaps requires consideration of community resilience in disaster recoveries; however, the social consequences of temporary housing are only starting to be investigated. Finally, from an economic and environmental standpoint, the main concern is the inability to recycle and reuse temporary housing units, which makes accommodation efforts unsustainable due to the short utilization period and raw material consumption. As such, these research gaps are organized into four categories including unit storage strategies, pro-active temporary housing management, community resilience, and sustainability.

This review has identified directions for future research and proposes the following recommendations:

- A decision analysis to simultaneously evaluate existing and novel designs and support pre-stocking of units
- The utilization of prefabricated housing kits and modular units to increase storage capacities
- The creation of a LEED-based rating system to ensure uniform temporary housing sustainability
- An implementation of circular economy methodology to enable recycling and re-use
- An emphasis on social and cultural considerations during the temporary housing process.

The recommended research will advance an exhaustive field of study and prepare to transition and respond to increased climate-driven event severities and temporary housing demand.

5.1. Pro-Active Temporary Housing Management

5.1.1. Modeling and Design Strategies

Temporary housing management has benefited from the previous decision and optimization models which compiled a variety of methods for site selection and occupant need-based assignment [45,53,62,72]. The benefit from design strategies are harder to recognize due to a lacking framework to implement the findings. For instance, these design strategies focus on investigations into modular units, enhancing temporary housing environments, and the creation of novel unit designs. In order to consider innovative designs as plausible options for governments, humanitarians, and other stakeholders looking to supply temporary housing, a formal decision-making process is needed to provide a mechanism for comparing different strategies under different criteria. Additionally, these approaches allow for a collaborative decision-making environment that includes multiple stakeholders from different sectors. Past research is missing a significant piece where novel design
and previously utilized temporary housing methods are compared simultaneously using social and wellbeing attributes (e.g., privacy, security, lighting) of the units [73].

5.1.2. Implementation

When looking at Hurricane Maria’s recovery, the United States’ territories can benefit from the proactive management of temporary housing. Puerto Rico became a humanitarian crisis as 300,000 homes were damaged, resources became scarce, and a portion of the population shifted to informal reconstruction [74]. To reduce the impact of disasters on these territories and increase resource availability, the United States can pre-stock a larger variety of temporary housing options (i.e., kit supplies and tenting) to ensure availability and ease of intercontinental shipping or pre-stock warehouses on territories for immediate relief. This implementation requires a temporary housing decision-making method to provide the best choice for stakeholders and an updated inventory optimization model to hedge financially against the demand uncertainty.

5.2. Innovative Storage Designs and Strategies

5.2.1. Modeling and Design Strategies

Depending on the severity of a disaster, displacement can lead to increased demand and a potential inventory management problem with temporary housing units. Studies that attempt to provide an inventory management solution find that temporary housing, especially manufactured units, will require new methodologies for efficient storage [10]. Moving forward, design strategies should transition to prefabricated kit supplies or ease of storage included in considerations when designing a manufactured unit. A partial solution for manufactured unit storage is in the utilization of recycled shipping containers as the base design. The modularity and rigid structure of the containers enable the stacking of units to multiply storage capacities.

5.2.2. Implementation

While research includes storage considerations for temporary housing units, the unit design and practical implementation will become more important as demand grows [1,45]. In practice, using shipping container units as temporary housing alternatives results in practical storage options at ports or on ships for an added benefit of mobility to disaster locations [1,73]. Pre-fabricated kits are an alternative option to increase storage capabilities, reduce shipping costs, and still maintain quality of life standards [65].

5.3. Sustainability

5.3.1. Modeling and Design Strategies

Temporary housing research must consider sustainable solutions. Sustainability aspects have been considered in prior research through modeling and design strategies; however, improvement is needed in two main areas. These areas include an evaluation system for the sustainability of temporary housing units and the implementation of a circular economy for recycling temporary housing at the end of the design life [65,72]. For temporary housing designs, there is a missing evaluation system for sustainability. For instance, novel and established designs can be evaluated using a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) based approach. The LEED approach uses a certification system to evaluate the sustainability of a project based on points obtained with eco-friendly design attributes [75]. A sustainable LEED approach on design, construction, and material composition, increases the upfront cost to provide larger savings over a building’s lifetime [76,77]. Once a LEED-based approach is established for temporary housing units, the sustainability of novel unit designs can be uniformly compared.
Additionally, the lack of re-use in temporary housing is a predicament that research continues to investigate for a number of years [1,70,78]. Re-use of a housing unit can present health and maintenance concerns which led response agencies to auction used units [79,80]. Moving forward, re-utilization can be achieved through a circular economy. One definition for circular economy is an economic system that revolves around reducing or alternatively reusing, recycling, and recovering materials for future uses, where rather the recovered waste becomes the new inputs [81]. Using shipping container units again as an example, the metal shell of the unit can be recycled, and the interior design optimized for the recovery of valuable materials. Implementation of this circular economy requires modeling of the ecological exchange of recovered materials and updated design strategies.

5.3.2. Implementation

LEED is the most widely adopted sustainable building rating system in the USA and globally, being used in over 167 countries and territories. The feasibility of implementing a LEED-based system would depend on the LEED presence in the specific country. At the end of 2017 certain countries had thousands of LEED projects (e.g., USA, Canada, and China had 30,669 in the USA, 2970 in Canada, and 1211 in China) while other countries have seen a slower implementation of LEED projects (e.g., 275 in Germany, 106 in Korea, and 245 in Turkey). Lack of infrastructure and prior experience with LEED projects are among the main barriers to the implementation of a LEED-based system [76,82]. Given the prior experience with LEED projects and the fact that temporary housing provisions are part of the housing assistance offered by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the implementation of a nationwide LEED-based system in the USA for temporary housing would be feasible. However, the upfront cost or “green premium” is a deterrent for the certification of LEED standards. Therefore, response agencies around the world may be less likely to adopt sustainable attributes [83].

A sustainability ranking system has never been implemented for Temporary Housing and requires a multi-criteria development plan with aspects of LEED’s Neighborhood Development. This type of adapted credit system would ensure the desired sustainability through unit design and site development, including credits awarded for reduced resource consumption, indoor air quality, energy efficiency, public spaces, walkable streets, transit facilities, and mixed-use neighborhood centers [84]. With a Temporary Housing LEED accreditation system, the certification of novel and established temporary housing units can contribute to a successful recovery and promote sustainable units and neighborhood resourcefulness [9,85]. In doing so, the application of a LEED-based system provides a uniform evaluation process which is sustainable and enables credit considerations for an optimal design that supports re-use. In addition, the system enables key factors that increase community resilience such as an improved quality of life, cultural fulfillment, and greater access to transportation and resources.

A shift from linear to circular consumption of resources is expected as resource scarcity increases. Employing a circular economy for temporary housing units will enable the currently unachievable re-utilization and recycling of valuable resources, while potentially reducing disaster expenditure due to the newfound income. Interestingly, the implementation of a circular economy is historically problematic for certain countries yet almost naturally achieved by others [81]. For effective implementation of circular economy methodologies, the economic benefits must comply with regulatory requirements [86]. In the case of a circular economy revolving around temporary housing units, the newfound income and recycling of previously ineligible materials would satisfy these requirements. In addition, the federal involvement and optimized unit design with pre-defined reusable waste helps address the communication and supply chain trust, which are critical for successfully implementing a circular economy. However, the uncertainty in temporary housing demand can negatively impact the results of a circular economy, where manufacturing would rely on the re-utilization of parts from the deployed temporary housing units [87–89]. In these cases, the only way to ensure productivity is a prior planned secondary supply chain of the required materials.
5.4. Community Resilience

5.4.1. Modeling and Design Strategies

Researchers agree that ecological, social, and economic considerations make up three of the main categories in community resilience [90,91]. Existing temporary housing models consider socio-economic factors, which partially address community resilience. However, emergency planning, which includes temporary housing planning, must account for specific social indicators such as regional connectivity, public engagement and trust, inclusion, and awareness [91].

Design strategies benefit from the inclusion of social indicators. For instance, illustrated 3-D unity design descriptions improve public engagement in the planning and construction phases of temporary housing units [92]. Decision-making methods also benefit from the consideration of social indicators. For instance, a model focusing on local government temporary housing decisions would require a decision-making method where the public feature as a key stakeholder with solicited importance weightings and veto capabilities.

In addition, the optimized balancing of supply and demand of temporary housing is important for maximized resilience, especially, considering overages can be used for future events and shortages can lead to extended sheltering with mental health implications [91,93,94]. An allocation and inventory management model is required to hedge against demand uncertainty and reduce adverse social consequences.

5.4.2. Implementation

Prior research establishes that a societal connection or social capital is linked to increased community resilience [95–102]. It is important to maintain this societal inclusion with post-disaster management issues [103]. Temporary housing is the first step to providing normalcy and wellbeing for the affected community after a disaster [19,104]. The public should be active participants in all temporary housing planning processes due to potential social impact and varying perceptions from differing locations, cultures, and educations [4,105]. A program similar to FEMA’s past pilot program known as Sheltering and Temporary Essential Power (STEP) would allow the emergency shelter, temporary shelter, temporary housing, and permanent housing to be combined into one singular entity, enabling homeowner inclusion through the entire process and efficiency of time and resources. While this option improves feasibility, expenditure, and wellbeing during implementation, it has not been fully established in temporary housing research due to a lack of data regarding the success of the recovery activities [106].

6. Conclusions

As the world population continues to grow and disasters become more frequent and devastating, temporary housing will increasingly be a critical aspect of disaster response and recovery [1,2]. The increased frequency and the enlarged number of displaced peoples will require a series of novel designs, decision-making methodologies, and optimization models for temporary housing to ensure the safety, wellbeing, and ability to recover. Overall, this review of the literature reveals that the previous designs and models focusing on temporary housing have made necessary steps; however, there is a major deficit to be filled by novel unit decision evaluation, maximized storage capacities, sustainable unit designs, and community resilience indicators.

This current compilation of temporary housing designs, decision methodologies, and optimization models require further expansion to solve future challenges of temporary housing dilemmas.
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